BOMBARDIER CHALLENGER 350
LX-GJM

9 pax

Up to 12” suitcases
3m³ - 106ft³
*depending on size of suitcases

3200 nm*
*depending on pax, load and weather

CABIN
YOM
2019
Crew
2 Pilots - 1 Flight Attendant
Crew rest
No
Bed capacity
4 single
Lavatory
AFT + belted seat
Pets allowed
Upon request

DIMENSIONS
Max. length
7.7 m
25 ft 2 in
Max. width
2.18 m
7 ft 2 in
Max. height
1.82 m
6 ft 0 in

EQUIPMENT
CD-DVD
Yes
Wifi
Yes (Kaband) - at additional cost
Satphone
Yes - at additional cost
Iphone/Ipad
Yes
Galley
Fully equipped
Other features
Quietest cabin of its category; Latest Audio system; Latest obstacle avoidance system; MultiScan™ weather radar
BOMBARDIER CHALLENGER 350
LX-GJM
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